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ABSTRACT 

The decay rates for K* -7r*7r”y are calculated in a zero parameter 

modified fermion-loop model first proposed by Rockmore and Wong. The 

weak Hamiltonian is phenomenologically constructed from one-baryon 

octet matrix elements. The predicted branching ratio r = R(K* - 7r*r”y ; 

55 MeV 5 T+ 5 90 MeV)/R(K* - all) = 1.56 x 10T5 is in excellent agree- 

ment with the recent experimental result of Abrams et al. -- 
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Recently two of us’ have shown that when the baryon-loop model, first 

introduced by Steinberger’ to explain the decay no - yy, is suitably modified 

for weak interactions, ’ it unexpectedly provides a qualitative explanation for 

the decay Ki --yy. In a subsequent paper, 3 the same authors calculated the 

decay rate for 

0 

K2 
+- 

-7r 7r y (1) 

and found that the same zero parameter model gives a result which is just 

below the experimental upper limit. 4 

In a recent publication, Abrams et al. ’ reported the observation of a direct -- 

emission amplitude in the decays 

and 

-i- +o 
K -nny (2) 

- 0 
K--nrry . (3) 

The experimental branching ratio is 

R(K* *‘y -7r ny 

R(K*+ all) 
= (1.56 zt 0.35) x 1O-5 (4) 

with 55 MeV < T _ + (90MeV. This number presents a direct challenge to our 

model. 

In this note, we give the result of a calculation of the decay rates for 

reactions (2) and (3). The calculation is very similar to-the one for the decay 

(1) and we refer to Ref. 3 for the details. As in Ref. 3, we describe the 

decays in terms of the two possible mechanisms graphically illustrated in 

Figs. (1) and (2). Their contributions to the decay amplitudes are denoted by , 
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At+ and A (‘) 
P 

respectively, where 

Et%h) PKPfkP,o )[ 
At+) + At+) 

P I( p;+,Pf&& P,‘P+ P,-p,O, p,&p+ 
= 16 m E +E .E 1 

l/2 
Kn 7r Y <y(q) 7$@T+) T”@$,) Out ley~to) IK+@K) > (5) 

+ The baryons travelling around the loop can be p, .Z , etc. with the appropriate 

charge and SU(3) index. A straightforward calculation gives 

At+) - “;g”, 
(470 m 

) + dD (13f2+ 3d2) 1 

and 

.(C) _ J2 eggp’ 64 dD+ $ (fD - 2dF) x 1 
p- 229 

(47r) In ( P$- + P#j2 -mg 

(6) 

(7) 

The definitions of the various quantities can be found in Ref. 3. 

We remark that Eqs. (6) and (7) are the result of complicated sums of 

many terms, and they can not be obtained from Eqs. (6) and (8) of Ref. 3 by a 

simple isospin argument. 6 On the other hand, we do have 

At*) = -At-) 9 At+) = -At-) (8) 
P P 

as can be seen from the following observation. Consider, for example, the 

diagrams in Fig. 3a. They are identical except for the direction of the loop 

momenta, which gives rise to a different sign from the tensor structure. In 

the case of Fig. 3b, however, the direction of loop momenta does not matter, 

but the pm vertex changes sign. 
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Finally, the decay rate is given by 

R= ’ 
641r3mK / 

dEr+dEXo 8/4(Ez+-rnt+) (Es--m>) 

+mi-2mK E ( +E 
1 

2 2 \ fl- 7p + 25+Ero * mT+*mTo] 

X 2 ’ (’ tq’) Pj$?,+p,o) ’ (c tq’) P&fkP$,) IA’+) + Af*’ i 2 

with 55 MeV 5 T,+ z ( ET+ - rnr+ 
1 

5 90 MeV. 

A two dimensional numerical integration of Eq. (9) gives 

R(K* -r*~‘y) = 0.832 x lo-l2 eV 

or 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

which is in excellent agreement with the experimental value in Eq. (4). 

As a check on our program we also calculated the inner bremsstrahlung 

contribution to the decays (2) and (3) in the same energy interval finding the 

branching ratio 2.43 x 10S4. This agrees with the number quoted in Ref. 5 . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Baryon-loop graphs for emission of “uncorrelatedl’ pions in K* - r*?py 

decays. 

2. Baryon-loop graphs for emission of “correlated” pions (from virtual 

p-decay) in K* - r*n’y decays. 

3. Examples of diagrams in K* - ?rrtr’y which are equal to each other and 

opposite in sign. 

. 
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